
Fluid Mechanics Part 1: General (Mechanical)
Energy Equation and other topics

De�ne an incompressible �ow: a �ow in which the �uid can be assumed to have a constant density
(this is not strictly speaking correct, but is good enough for most people, including us).

De�ne a streamline: a line that is everywhere tangent to the velocity vector in a �ow.

At steady state, a streamline traces the path of a �uid element. By writing down a (mechanical)
energy conservation equation for this �uid element, we �nd that:
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where: p is pressure; ρ is density; u is �uid speed; z is height; w is the work done on the �uid
element; and hL is the head loss (i.e. the frictional losses caused by viscous and turbulent dissipation
of energy), which we'll discuss in more detail later. All terms have units energy per mass. The terms
are (L to R): pressure of the �uid element; kinetic energy; gravitational potential energy; the work
done on the �uid, say by a pump (negative w can occur if work is extracted from the �uid, e.g. by
a windmill); loss of mechanical energy from friction. All Eq. (1) really says is that the change in
mechanical energy of a �uid element between two points (i.e. the LHS) must be related to work
done on the �uid and any losses that occur. If w and ghL are assumed to be zero, the equation
simpli�es to the well-known Bernoulli Equation:
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The Bernoulli Equation also highlights another aspect of such �ows, and that is that one can trade
mechanical energy among the three forms (pressure, kinetic and gravitational potential), i.e. a loss
of gravitational potential energy (�uid falls to lower elevation) is balanced by an increase in either
pressure or kinetic energy (or both). It is important to note the applicability of Eq. (1):

• Applies only along one streamline (i.e. the equation follows one �uid element from one location
to another; you can't change the �uid element of interest)

• Applies only to a steady state �ow

• Applies only to incompressible �ow. Most liquids can be considered incompressible for reason-
able ranges of ∆p. Gases are obviously compressible �uids, but their �ow can be considered
incompressible provided that pressure and temperature changes are small and velocities are
low, generally M . 0.2 where M is the Mach number.

Because the �uid is assumed to be incompressible, this causes a de-coupling of the mechanical
energy equation from the thermal energy equation. In practical terms, this means that changes in
the temperature of the �uild has no bearing on its mechanical energy, and hence must be solved using
a separate equation. This occurs in incompressible �ow because there is no way that thermal energy
can generate mechanical energy. This is only possible in compressible �ow, where, e.g., an expanding
gas can generate high pressure which then pushes on a piston, as in an internal combustion engine.
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Examples: high water mark for a dam release; volcano erupting; Pitot tube for measuring gas �ows;
the incorrect explanation of aircraft lift; windmill power.

The trickiest term to estimate in Eq. 1 is the loss term. Let's look at di�erent cases.

Internal �ows

So far the discussion has been very general. We now focus on internal �ows, where the �uid is enclosed
on all sides (e.g. by a pipe). Internal �ows are classi�ed as laminar (for Re < 2300) or turbulent (Re
> 4000). For Re in between these values, the �ow has a tendency to switch unpredictably between
the two regimes; this is termed the transition regime. Friction is the conversion of kinetic energy to
heat energy, and so it seems reasonable to write:

ghL = K u2 = f
L

D
u2 (3)

where K is a proportionality constant describing the conversion of kinetic energy (u2) to heat. K
is typically written as a product of two numbers, f , the friction factor, and L/D, the ratio of the
pipe length L to its diameter D. Longer pipes, and pipes with smaller diameters, exhibit larger
frictional losses, which is intuitively sensible. The friction factor f depends in detail on things like
the smoothness of the pipe and Re, but across many orders of magnitude of both parameters, f
tends to vary only by about an order of magnitude, from 0.01 to 0.2. For natural systems, where
very smooth objects are rare, we can choose a value that's closer to the top of this range, so we'll
choose f = 0.1 as a characteristic value. For non-circular pipes, D is estimated by choosing the
smallest dimension that applies.

When a tube bends, contracts, expands, or has an obstacle within it, there are additional frictional
losses. These are typically expressed as K values (Eq. 3), and are tabulated from experimental data.
These values range widely, but are typically on the order of 10−1 to 100. Assuming f ∼ 0.1, we
can generally ignore these bends and contractions relative to the straight pipe losses provided these
features don't happen more often than once every L ∼ 10D.

Examples: power of a human heart (the smallest blood vessels have d ∼ 6µm); power consumed in
a slow (10 m/s) and fast (100 m/s) wind tunnel; typical velocity in a lava tube; volcanoes revisited
(this time with frictional losses).

Channel Flows

For open channels, the friction factor f is lower than in internal �ows. This makes sense since there
is a free surface that doesn't experience drag. It turns out that OOM,

ghL = K u2 = f
L

d
u2

still applies, but where now instead of D the diameter of the pipe, we use d the depth of the channel
�ow (assuming that the �ow is shallower than it is wide, which is true for most cases). However,
now f is about a factor of 10 smaller than in internal �ows, i.e. f ∼ 10−2. This estimate is actually
less dependent on the roughness of the channel than for internal �ows.
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To solve any channel �ow one of following three parameters must be known: �ow average velocity
u; volumetric �ow rate Q; or depth d. Combining the Bernoulli Equation with the geometry of the
channel will yield the second equation necessary to solve for the two unknowns.

Examples: warming of a river from friction relative to sunlight; depth of river as function of slope
and width (check using data); erosive energy of rivers; how long does it take water to travel from
the Sierra Nevada range to LA via the LA Aquaduct (it is mainly gravity driven); how large are
storm sewers; how much water was discharged to form Martian out�ow channels?

Navier-Stokes Equation

Here is a simpli�ed form of the Navier-Stokes equation:
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+ u · ∇u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u + g (4)

By now this should be fairly familiar. We've seen advective-di�usion equations of temperature and
material already (which are based on, respectively, Conservation of Energy and Conservation of
Mass). This is no di�erent and is based on the Conservation of Linear Momentum. So the terms
represent, from left to right: acceleration (or momentum accumulation); advection of momentum;
pressure gradient force (which is a special source/sink term); di�usion of momentum; and the grav-
itational force.

Note that each term has units of acceleration, or force per unit mass, so this can also be thought of
as a force balance.

Two dimensionless numbers

If we compare the advective term to the di�usive term, we get:

u2

L
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L2

from which we construct the dimensionless Reynolds number Re that describes the relative impor-
tance of these terms:

Re =
uL

ν
=
ρuL

µ

At very small Re, �ows are laminar. At very large Re, �ows are turbulent. This is true because the
advective term is non-linear in velocity, which leads to very complex behavior at high Re that we
call turbulence. In between, there is critical range of Re where the �ow transitions from laminar to
turbulent.

If we compare the advective term to the gravitational force, we get:

u2

L
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from which we construct the dimensionless Froude number Fr that describes the relative importance
of these terms:

Fr =
u√
gL
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At very small Fr, gravity (and in particular, gravity waves) plays an important role. Note that we
could also have de�ned Fr as u2/gL, which also would have been dimensionless. The convention
above is arbitrary.

Geostrophic Flow

On rotating bodies like Earth, and at large scales, rotation causes the apparent Coriolis force. One
special case of balancing terms yields the very useful geostrophic wind (for meteorologists) or current
(for oceanographers). The Coriolis force is given by

Fc = 2mωv · sinλ

where m is the mass of the �uid element, ω is the rotation rate of the planet/star/body, v is the
velocity of the �uid element and λ is the latitude. The direction of the Coriolis force is always
perpendicular to the direction of motion (it can not change the speed of an object since it is only
an apparent force). On Earth, the direction is to the right in the Northern Hemisphere, and to the
left in the Southern Hemisphere.

If we balance the pressure gradient term with the coriolis term we get

1

ρ
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or, rearranging gives the geostrophic �ow speed vg:

vg ∼
∆p/L

2ρω · sinλ

For Earth, ω ∼10−4 s−1(or 2π radians per 24 hrs). The direction of the geostrophic �ow is that
direction needed so coriolis opposes the pressure gradient force.
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